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Fw: [WHITLOCK] Peter WHITLOCK 1873 NJ Guardian of Children of Perrine
CARSON, Deceased?
From: Charles Rockett (charlesrockett@att.net) posted by Dawn Bingaman (no email)
Sent: November 3, 2009 4:20:26 PM
To: Peter Whitlock (whitlock@one-name.org)

--- On Tue, 11/3/09, gc-gateway@rootsweb.com <gc-gateway@rootsweb.com> wrote:

From: gc-gateway@rootsweb.com <gc-gateway@rootsweb.com>
Subject: [WHITLOCK] Peter WHITLOCK 1873 NJ Guardian of Children of Perrine
CARSON, Deceased
To: WHITLOCK-L@rootsweb.com
Date: Tuesday, November 3, 2009, 8:37 AM

This is a Message Board Post that is gatewayed to this mailing list.

Author: dawn_bingaman
Surnames: WHITLOCK CARSON BELLERJEAU CLINE
Classification: queries

Message Board URL:

http://boards.rootsweb.com/surnames.whitlock/674/mb.ashx

Message Board Post:

Trenton State Gazette, 18 Jan 1873

Before the Orphan's Court, a petition was presented of Moses CARSON and Henrietta
CARSON for the appointment of Peter WHITLOCK as guardian. Also, the petition was
heard of William H. CARSON, Edward W. CARSON and Henrietta BELLERJEAU,
children of Perrine CARSON, deceased, for the appointment of Peter WHITLOCK as
guardian, the former guardian (unnamed, but possibly Peter CLINE) having died. "The
estate of these parties consists of a bounty from the general government."

Perrine CARSON served in the Civil War, in Co. I of the 38th New Jersey regiment, as
did one Peter W. WHITLOCK. CARSON died in 1866 from injuries received while in
service.

Has anyone researched Peter WHITLOCK of Mercer Co., New Jersey in 1873? Was
Peter WHITLOCK, Guardian, the same as Peter W. WHITLOCK, Civil War veteran? If
the same, was there a relationship between the two men outside of their Civil War
service?
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Re: Daniel Whitlock, NJ, 1840-1850
Posted by: Dawn Bingaman (ID *****4417) dawnmcp@msn.com
Date: November 14, 2009 at 08:33:14
In Reply to: Re: Daniel Whitlock, NJ, 1840-1850 by Carol comp of 2143

I would very much like to compare notes with you. I have located the following men with
the surname of WHITLOCK that may all tie into my own extended CARSON family
research.

Peter W. WHITLOCK married Elizabeth CARSON in Trenton, Mercer Co., New Jersey
09 Aug 1863. He may have been appointed the guardian for the minor children of
Perrine CARSON, who served in the same New Jersey unit as Peter in the Civil War. A
James W. WHITLOCK served in this unit as well. Peter moved to Fayette Co.,
Pennsylvania by 1880, where he apparently lived out the remainder of his life.

Jacob H. WHITLOCK married, as his second wife, Margaret FLASH in Trenton 19 Jun
1892. From his marriage information, his parents were Daniel WHITLOCK and Rachel
M. HUBBARD. One Jacob WHITLOCK lived near an Abram/Abraham WHITLOCK in
the Trenton area in 1881-82.

Hope you're still out there and still doing research!
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RE: Peter and Jacob WHITLOCK of Mercer Co., New Jersey?
From: Dawn Bingaman (dawnmcp@msn.com)
Sent: November 16, 2009 9:56:40 AM
To: whitlock@one-name.org
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Hi Peter –

Thank you for contacting me. If you had an opportunity to read my recent posts, you will
have learned that I have recently run across several men with the WHITLOCK surname
in the course of my own research on my extended CARSON family, originally from
Monmouth and Mercer counties, New Jersey. I am a double CARSON, in that my
ancestor Charles, son of Daniel and Ann CARSON, married a Caroline CARSON,
daughter of William CARSON and Annie “Nancy” TINDALL.

Initially I was trying to discover why Peter WHITLOCK would have been appointed
guardian of at least four children of Perrine CARSON (sister of Caroline), deceased, in
1873. When I began digging, I learned that both men served in the Civil War in the
same unit together.

Here is the text from the news article:

Newspaper: Trenton State Gazette, 18 Jan 1873, p. 3

“MERCER SPECIAL PLEAS.--Before Judges Reed, Yard and Hammell.--In the
Orphan's Court, Mr. M. W. Johnson presented the petition of Moses Carson and
Henrietta Carson for the appointment of Peter Whitlock as guardian. Also, the petition
of William H, [sic] Carson, Edward W. Carson and Henrietta Bellerjeau, children of P.
Carson, deceased, for the appointment of Peter Whitlock as guardian the former
guardian having died. The estate of these parties consists of a bounty from the general
government.”
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After bringing this information up to my cousins, I was reminded by one of them that we
had another WHITLOCK we had run across, a Jacob H. WHITLOCK who married
Margaret FLASH in Trenton in 1892. (I believe his prior wife may have been one
Hannah SEALES, whom he married in Princeton, 25 Aug 1863.) I have a copy of the
WHITLOCK-FLASH marriage return, which I have included here. Margaret had at least
four husbands that we know of, WHITLOCK being the last (even though she said it was
only her second marriage.) She was the widow of one Ansley D. CARSON. Although
she was the widow of CARSON when she married WHITLOCK, we have found her
mentioned on 4-5 subsequent occasions as being widow of Ansley CARSON, and not
the wife of WHITLOCK. (We speculate that theirs was not a happy marriage.) She
appears to not have even been living with him at the time of the 1895 New Jersey State
Census. Per that enumeration, we have a Jacob WHITLOCK, age 20-60, and two
apparent children, Burton and Maggie, both aged 5-20. Based on these age categories,
Burton and Maggie are probably not his children with Margaret FLASH.

I have located much more on both these and several other WHITLOCK men, all of
whom served in the Civil War in New Jersey regiments.

Thank you for the information you’ve provided in your e-mail to me. I would like to
continue to correspond with you about all of this. Even though I am not a WHITLOCK
descendant, I like to cast a wide net when doing my own research.

Regards,

Dawn Bingaman


